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EUROPEAN UNION

64/100

AVERAGE SCORE

SCORE COUNTRY/TERRITORY
90 Denmark
87 Finland
83 Sweden
80 Netherlands
79 Germany
77 Ireland
77 Luxembourg
74 Estonia
73 Belgium
72 France
71 Austria
62 Lithuania
62 Portugal
60 Spain
59 Latvia
56 Czechia
56 Italy
56 Slovenia
55 Poland
53 Slovakia
52 Cyprus
52 Greece
51 Malta
50 Croatia
46 Romania
43 Bulgaria
42 Hungary
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*The designations employed and the presentation of material on this map follow the UN practice to the best of our knowledge and as of January 2023. They do not imply the expression of any opinion on the part of Transparency International concerning the legal status of any country, territory, city or area or of its authorities or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries.